Glendale may house the most visible Armenian diaspora in the world; however, it remains among the most invisible in print. The following begins to shed light on this community by providing a brief background and demographic profile of Armenians in Glendale. The article then attempts to expand discussions of Chinese "ethnoburbs" by situating Glendale Armenians in these discussions. Despite scholars' expansion of the concept, the ethnoburb has had limited application -largely, to international Chinese and a few other Asian immigrant communities. However, is the concept of the ethnoburb generalizable in contexts outside of Chinese immigrant settlements? In this article, I contend that the ethnoburb model is generalizable by situating Glendale's Armenian community within this framework.
Introduction
Scholars traditionally understood the habitation of urban spaces in fairly simplistic terms: the marginalized and poor inhabited ghettos; the marginalized and ethnic inhabited enclaves; the upwardly mobile and privileged inhabited suburbs, etc. However, in a post-civil rights era, migration has reconfigured many American urban spaces. Because of the new modes of urban occupation, new sociological frameworks have also emerged. Wei Li has formulated a framework for analyzing new urban spaces with the model of the "ethnoburb" (1998) . According to Li, ethnoburbs are "suburban ethnic clusters of residential and business districts within large metropolitan areas. They are multiracial/multiethnic, multicultural, multilingual, and often multinational communities, in which one ethnic minority group has a significant concentration" (2009, 29) . These ethnoburbs replicate aspects of both the ethnic enclave as well as the suburb.
Li's model offers the conceptual tools to understand the transformation of urban U.S. spaces over the last several decades.
Li's model is based on her study of a specific type of urban settlement in a particular region. As she claims, "The establishment of the Chinese ethnoburb as a new type of ethnic The Armenians of Glendale 2 settlement in the San Gabriel Valley (part of the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area) has occurred within a framework of global, national, and place-specific conditions" (79). Subsequent scholarship has expanded upon this model to include various other aspects of international Chinese immigrant settlements (Chang, 2010; Chan 2012; Li, Skop, and Yu, 2016) . To be sure, the Chinese are themselves an internally complex and diverse people and have unique settlement trajectories. However, their immigration to and settlement of the San Gabriel Valley come out of a series of shared global, national, and local events, movements, and policies. Under similar international circumstances, several other immigrant flows converged on the U.S. from the mid1960s onward. Many arrived from a similar combination of geopolitical and socioeconomic factors, and their migrations, as a whole, transformed several urban spaces throughout the U.S.
While most scholarship on the ethnoburb has examined the Chinese or other Asian cases (Lin and Robinson, 2005; Chang, 2010; Chan, 2012; Oh and Chung, 2014 ), Li's conceptualization needs to hold up in diverse contexts if we are to think of it as a model. Towards that end this paper seeks: (1) to assess the generalizability of the ethnoburb model by comparing a culturally distinct group -the internally diverse Armenian community of Glendale, California; and (2) to analyze the ways in which the influx of the internally diverse Armenian immigrant population has transformed Glendale's urban fabric. While the Armenian diaspora has received quite a bit of attention, scholars have neglected this new and important Armenian diasporic node.
Methods
I used mixed methods in collecting data for this article, including in-depth interviews extensive participant observation, demographic data analysis, and archival research. For interviews, I relied upon snowballing to generate a diverse sample. In addition, I networked in the community and partook of extensive participant observation. For example, I volunteered on the campaigns of local Armenian American political entrepreneurs and attended city meetings and events. These experiences brought me into contact with various members of the Armenian community: its businesspeople, politicians, commissioners, civil servants, educators, ethnic organizations and media. Through these experiences, I was able to meet and set up interviews with diverse members of the community as well as observe/participate in many community events.
Because Armenian American politicians publically supported my research, I was able to gain considerable access to community dynamics and events. As a non-Armenian with fluency in the Armenian language, I was uniquely positioned to acquire outsider perceptions while treated largely as an insider.
i Given my familiarity with Armenian history, politics, and culture, I
occupied the somewhat intermediate position of the quasi-outsider/insider. During my fieldwork,
I spoke with hundreds of community members and formed several significant friendships with Armenian Angelenos. The nature of these friendships was quite in-depth. Indeed, I attended several Armenian ceremonies (birthdays, engagement parties, funerals, holiday celebrations). I spent consecutive days with friends and their families -my proficiency in Armenian and familiarity with many social practices often made me something of a spectacle among Armenian peers and their relatives. This intermediate position both gave me special access while also enabling me to remain somewhat intellectually distant. Needless to say, however, these personal experiences provided me profoundly in-depth insight into my case study.
Interviews also enabled me to develop a narrative of Armenians' historical immigration to and settlement of Glendale. I relied on oral histories of community members who had lived in Glendale since the 1960s and beyond. These interviews also provided me many insights into the community's internal dynamics. In order to gauge the generalizability of my interview data, I relied upon Glendale Central Library's archives and microfilm collections.
Theorizing Ethnoburbs
Ethnic minorities lived in suburbs before the modern formation of ethnoburbs. In the 1950s and 1960s, more affluent immigrants moved into suburban neighborhoods and formed "small-scale residential clusters" (Li 2009, 41) . These clusters of individuals established roots in suburban communities. They bought homes, sent their children to the local schools, and worked in local businesses. The presence of these residential clusters did nothing to threaten the bedrock of American suburbia. And, as such, did not transform the overall suburban ecology. Rather, these suburban clusters, while distinct, served as the ethnoburbs' predecessors.
With the passage of the Hart-Celler Act in 1965, a new flux of immigrants arrived in much greater concentration. They sought reunification with friends and family, several of which had formed the earlier residential clusters, especially those with the means to "leapfrog" innercity settlement and establish roots immediately in suburban neighborhoods. This proved true in both the San Gabriel Valley and the San Fernando Valley, with large concentrations settling in Monterey Park and Glendale. As with the Chinese in Monterey Park, Armenians' concentrated settlement of Glendale in the 1980s and 1990s led to the community's restructuring economically, socially, and politically. As business and political entrepreneurs garnered increased success, these communities increasingly developed into a magnet for further co-ethnic migration. But what exactly is an ethnoburb?
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Defining an Ethnoburb
According to Li (2009) , "ethnoburbs are fully functional communities, with their own internal socioeconomic structures that are integrated into both national and international networks of information exchange, business connection, and social activity" (42 While such trajectories do not resist assimilation indefinitely, they certain provide newcomers to ethnoburbs the means to preserve ethnic practices for an extended period of time.
As stated, however, this transformation disrupts the pre-existing community's status quo Armenian refugees stranded in settlement camps following World War II (Bakalian, 1993, 11) .
Streams of Armenians fleeing upheaval in Bulgaria, Romania, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon
Palestine, and Syria relocated to several American industrial cities (Mirak, 1983; Bakalian, 1993; Fittante, 2017) . But the largest waves of multi-polar Armenian migrations occurred from the mid-1960s onward.
The civil rights movement of the 1960s transformed not only many aspects of American society but also its immigration policies. Activists mobilized in response to the uneven distribution of access to fundamental rights. By seeking to redress this grievance, these activists 
Changes in Glendale
Sociopolitical change in Glendale, too, was afoot. For many years, the sleepy, "bedroom" sundown town had been associated with prejudicial organizations and charters, such as the Nazi Party and the Ku Klux Klan. Glendale emerged as a comparatively more progressive community by the early 1970s. Changes in Glendale's city ordinances created opportunities for newcomers, and these opportunities overlapped with Armenian migration to Los Angeles. The co-occurrence of these phenomena also explains why Glendale became such a magnet for Armenian immigrants in the latter decades of the 20 th century. Many prejudicial traditions remained rooted in Glendale throughout the 1960s and beyond. However, simultaneously, the 1960s also witnessed social and economic changes. As already discussed, civil rights reform swept the U.S.
And these reforms penetrated not only U.S. national policies but also local communities.
Protesters gathered around the Neo-Nazi headquarters in 1964 in order to oust the group from the city (Arroyo, 2006) . The mid-1960s introduced new political discourse, governmental bodies, and policing organizations that protected minorities. While Armenians and other minorities remained largely absent from Glendale during this period, the community's response to the Nazi Party's presence and the emergence of a new platform set the stage for later, ethnically mobilized community members -most conspicuous to take advantage would become Armenians two decades later. In addition, the 1970s brought in many "outsiders": People from all over Los Angeles flocked to Glendale to shop in its modern shopping centers. Also, businesses seeking to relocate outside of Los Angeles's frenetic city center found a receptive and welcoming local government in Glendale. To be sure, strides were made, but, as the example of housing above indicates, old prejudicial currents remained. Nonetheless, the 1960s and early 1970s set the stage for the significant demographic shifts Glendale would experience soon thereafter. These shifts established the foundation for community transformation.
Glendale began to bounce back from economic downturn in the latter 1960s by broadening its horizons on several fronts. As Cubans, Mexicans, Filipinos, and Armenians became increasingly visible, Glendale's leadership responded. In 1972, city manager, C.E.
Perkins, spoke to the Glendale Rotary Club, and told them to prepare themselves, for Glendale no longer could remain cut off from the world changing around it (Arroyo, 2006, 82 
Demographic/Residential Profile
The San Fernando Valley occupies a large geographical area. Glendale itself is the third largest city in Los Angeles County. The geographical density, as compared to the older settlement in Hollywood, a neighborhood in the city of Los Angeles, is considerably lower. As indicated above, Armenians' concentration in Glendale has led to significant spillover in communities such as Burbank, Tujunga, Calabasas, and North Hollywood. In addition,
Armenians own and operate a great many businesses in these communities. But the only community with a majority population is Glendale, where Armenians' presence can be observed by the ubiquity of signage in the Armenian script, the concentration of services and stores that cater to the Armenian population, the number of publically advertised specialists with Armenian surnames, the unique architectural design of Armenian churches, and even the use of Armenian language on several city streets. The Anglo Republican bastion of the 1950s has become a multilingual, multicultural, multiracial/multiethnic community. Nonetheless, the data do afford insight into Glendale's evolving demography. The table below reflects the sites of origin into Armenians' increasingly intra-ethnically diverse population: Census, 1990 Census, , 2000 Census, , and 2010 The Armenians weren't the only group to diversify Glendale's population. Glendale also contains relatively large concentrations of non-Armenian migrants; as of 2010, the largest groups include Mexicans (10,609), Koreans (9,708) and Filipinos (9,663). Glendale's foreign-born population is now about 55%. To be sure, many who move to Glendale are temporary residents.
Glendale functions as a springboard location for many Armenians and non-Armenians, who relocate to other locations thereafter.
Socioeconomic Profile
In terms of profession, Glendale Armenians exist in every socioeconomic and professional sector. According to IPUMS ACS Sample 2010 data, 47% of Glendalians with an undergraduate degree were Armenians, and 29% of those who had obtained a graduate degree were Armenian. Glendale Armenians, therefore, obtain undergraduate and graduate degrees at significantly higher rates than the national averages (27% and 10.9%, respectively). Glendale Drivers (truck, delivery, tractor, bus, and taxi) 52%
Laborers (construction and otherwise) 42%
Computer systems analysts and scientists 33% 
Political Profile
One of the areas in which Glendale Armenians are the most visible is in local politics.
Before 1999, only one Armenian, Larry Zarian, had ever been elected to public office in Their national differences create distinct residential and economic strata in the north and south of Glendale. As the above analysis documents, the establishment of Glendale's Armenian cluster in the 1970s and 1980s led to a significant increase in its population. These replenished numbers strengthen the socioeconomic structure and power cleavages of the group. Finally, Glendale's (4)
"functionality" is that of an ethnoburb inasmuch as it now operates as a "port of entry" (47):
Glendale's Armenian population has gone mainstream, particularly in certain sectors, such as local politics in which it represents nearly 80% of elected seats. As such, Glendale Armenians might be characterized as both "inward and outward looking in their socioeconomic and political pursuits" (47). Glendale Armenians engage with multiethnic populations and ensure the success of their community without sacrificing a sense of loyalty and commitment to their own ethnic community. And, as Li reflects of the Chinese ethnoburbs, the same holds for Glendale contend that future scholarship should think about the novel forms of political incorporation that take place in ethnoburban contexts. While the ethnoburb model has been expanded upon since its first publication, new analytical dimensions can enrich it further.
